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Welcome to VEND.
VEND is the next generation multi-currency Point of Sale, Wallet 
and Marketing Platform for Merchants powered by Stellar.

The whitepaper is a brief outline to give stakeholders an insight to 
the look, feel and functionality of the VEND eco-system.

Join us on twitter and telegram for the latest news, updates and 
developments.

Twitter: https://twitter.com/StellarVend
Telegram: https://t.me/stellarvend



Mainstream 
Business Application
VEND paves the way for a variety of industry use cases and allows 
people and businesses to save, trade, swap, send, pay and transact 
freely on the blockchain with no banks or middleman for everyday 
purchases of products and services, to tickets to events.

The VEND platform uses VEND Token, the native utility token which 
drives our settlement engine for fiat and assets.

As a decentralized asset living on both the XLM and XRPL networks, 
VEND can be sent and received in a few seconds between anyone, 
anywhere in the world, almost instantly, via compatible digital 
wallets and exchanges, at a fraction of the cost of today’s merchant 
fees and complex banking compliance processes.

A fast, green, cheap way to pay, save, spend and shop.
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VEND Ecosystem.
The heart of VEND is an ecosystem of frictionless, secure, low-cost, 
accessible payment, sales, support and marketing tools designed 
for retail, hospitality and online businesses and entrepreneurs

From customer entry to exit, VEND offers everything connected in 
one system and more.

 Point of Sale

 Bookings

 Marketing

 Rostering

 Invoicing

 Wallet

Supported by POS peripherals including readers, bands, rings, 
drawers, printers, scanners and inventory terminals.
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Our Mission and 
Vision. 
Simplifying and streamlining sales, marketing and payments for 
merchants from entry-to-exit with a multi-currency platform whilst 
allowing customers easy options to pay for goods, services, time and 
subscriptions in their preferred way, including fiat and selected verified 
crypto currencies, and tokens.
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Strategy.
Make it easy for people and business owners to use crypto at a 
local business and retail level for everyday commerce, through 
our tools and systems that enable education, adoption, usage 
and velocity of verified digital assets and tokens;

• Seed the connection to networks by leveraging partnerships, 
ambassadors and influencers.

• Lead industry adoption of digital payments at a local 
business and retail level.

• Provide the tools to enable usage and encourage spending, 
sending, saving, motivating industry to use crypto as a 
currency.

• Increase payments velocity by partnering with the industry, 
platforms to drive purchase, consumption frequency, and 
category growth

• Be the first-choice digital partner for businesses and their 
customers.
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Community.
Educate and build the profile of VEND through connecting with 
digital across social platforms like Twitter, Telegram and 
Instagram, getting VEND, XLM and XRPL in conversation with a 
crypto savvy audience and tech connected crowd.
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Business Directory.
Connect. Engage. Trade

From the top bars, clubs, and pubs to cannabis dispensaries 
around the world, the VEND Directory brings awareness and 
visibility to small business on the VEND platform who accept 
digital payments for products, and services accessible to 
everyone, anywhere. 
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VEND Partners.
Driving growth and adoption through collaboration.

Be the digital partner of choice for crypto projects who need a 
bridge to local business, extending their use cases, and our reach 
to grow the VEND network through mutual collaborations and 
partnerships. 
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Tokenomics.
Tokenomics is the commercial structure of how the total 
supply of the token is applied. Proposed tokenomics for VEND 
Token;

• Token Code: VEND

• Token Name: VEND Token

• Token Networks: Stellar XLM and XRP Ledger

• Token Allocation: 5B tokens issued on each blockchain, no 
further tokens can be issued.

A small parcel of 250,000,000 VEND will be offered to the open 
market on each blockchain at incremental price points as the 
initial presale offering to build value, liquidity and accelerate 
platform development.
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Tokenomic Structure
Item % Amount
Presale
The presale is the initial public offering of VEND to the market on each blockchain, which acts 
as a capital raise exercise, and will go towards a variety of areas such as platform 
development, promotions, regulatory requirements, licensing, legal, and beta testing.

5% 250,000,000

Rewards
A reserve fund allocated to pay out incentives for asset holders and merchants in the future. 20% 1,000,000,000

Reserve Pool
The reserve pool is a locked fund and used for liquidity pools, governance and future 
platform utility.

25% 1,250,000,000

Marketing
A fund allocated for marketing the project, promotions, tradeshows and partnerships. 20% 1,000,000,000

Development
A fund allocated to fuel app and wallet development, through to expanding the Point-of-Sale 
peripherals, wearables and peripheral device range.

20% 1,000,000,000

Administration
A fund to expand capabilities, production and our technical foundation. 5% 250,000,000

Team
Locked 3 months, vested over 36 months 5% 250,000,000

Total 100% 5,000,000,000
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XLM VEND Token Profile
Network
XLM

Asset Code
VEND

Human Friendly Name
VEND Token

Total Supply
5,000,000,000

Home Domain
vend.stellarmint.io

Issuing Account 
GBZWXTV66FIXOLM7TINV2H4LD2HSDS6ZK3FANGVK6YCAFBGEN52T7E2I

Conditions of Token
There are a total of 5,000,000,000 VEND TOKENS. No more VEND can be issued on 
the XLM Network. Do not spend more than you are willing to invest and remember 
to Trade Responsibly.

Scan QR Code on Lobstr.co mobile 
wallet to accept VEND trustline.
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XRP VEND Token Profile
Network
XRP Ledger

Token Name
VEND

Token HEX Code
56454E4400000000000000000000000000000000

Human Friendly Name
VEND Token

Total Supply
5,000,000,000

Issuing Account
rpo8Yt5R5UeTXsxXih7qPeKwXHQj7yj8iL

KYC Verified

Conditions of Token
There are a total of 5,000,000,000 VEND TOKENS. No more VEND Tokens can 
be issued on XRPL. Do not spend more than you are willing to invest and 
remember to Trade Responsibly.

Click the link to set the VEND 
trustline on XUMM App via XRPL 

Services.

Set Trustline
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Initial Timing.
Dates Activities
Milestones Issue VEND Token on XLM Networks

Website deployed
Whitepaper V1 Completed

Q2 2022 Social Channels Activated
Telegram Channel Launched
Issue VEND Token on XRPL Networks
POS System Ideation and Design
Partnership Development (ongoing)

Q3 2022 POS System Design to Development
Partnership Development (ongoing)
Marketing Template Development

Q4 2022 Partner Integrations
Alpha Release
Partnership Development (ongoing)

Q1 2023 Launch of Rewards Program
Trade Shows (ongoing)
Partnership Development (ongoing)

Please note timing is an indication only.
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About Merchant 
Media.
The team behind leading blockchain projects such as BEER Token, 
DRINKS and CANNA, Merchant Media is a digital agency, and online 
publisher of digital directories and online marketplaces servicing 
B2B verticals around the world.

As a team of business owners ourselves, we are the extra pair of 
hands you need. We specialize in providing businesses and brands 
with a variety of essential services from digital marketing, platform 
development, crypto development, project management, 
community building, strategic partnerships, and much more.

Merchant Media provides the digital platform and backbone for 
VEND.

https://merchant.media VEND | 16



FEATURES
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VEND Features.
VEND provides everything you need, connected in one system, and 
takes the heavy lifting out and of running a business, allowing 
owners to grow the business.

 Point of Sale

 Bookings

 Marketing

 Rostering

 Invoicing

 Wallet

VEND is designed to be run from anywhere, and used on existing 
devices, supported by a range of optional POS peripherals 
including readers, bands, rings, drawers, printers, scanners and 
inventory terminals.
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VEND Overview
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Markets Industries Main Features Compatibility Peripherals

Stage 1
Australia
New Zealand
United Kingdom
United States of 
America
Canada

Stage 2
TBD

Bars
Pubs
Restaurants
Cafes
Bakery
Takeout
Franchise
Retail
Events
Online & Freelance
Canna

Point of Sale
Bookings
Marketing
Rostering
Invoicing
Wallet

*invoicing can be billing 
of time, products, or 
services.

PC’s
Laptops
iPads
Tablets
Smart Phones

Barcode Scanners
Pay Bands
Pay Rings
Cash Drawers, 
Docket Printers
Receipt Printers
Inventory Terminals

VEND software will be free to use. There will be no setup fees, monthly fees or contracts.  We will 
take a small 1-2% processing fee when payments are made in FIAT currency.  

Peripheral items may be offered via interest free instalment payment if possible.



Point of Sale.
The hub of VEND is the Point-of-Sale system, an intuitive system 
designed to streamline the sales process from entry to exit, that is 
easy to set up and operate for staff and owners.

Designed for retail, hospitality and online businesses to manage 
staff, inventory, invoicing, marketing, to accepting VEND Tokens 
alongside many other Stellar Tokens and local currencies. 

Create products, assign categories, set up tax rates, base payment 
options and jump straight in.

VEND will work on any internet connected device form PC’s, 
laptops, iPads, tablets and smartphones, from any location. 

Save time and money by using existing equipment, and did we 
mention VEND Software is 100% FREE.
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VEND is for everyone.
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Bar POS Pub POS Restaurant POS Cafe POS

Bakery POS Takeout POS Franchise POS Retail POS

VEND is suitable for all types of business.

Event POS Online POS Canna POS



Booking System.
A flexible online book system to manage the online reservation 
process from a table for dinner, to a private desk to a massage 
session.

Manage bookings on the go, with calendar views, email templates, 
reminders, auto-responders and much more.
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Marketing System.
Easily create, design and download custom posters, postcards and 
menus more with our easy-to-use tool. 

Create a PDF menu for your pub in seconds, choose from a variety 
of pre-loaded templates, just enter your food, drinks, and prices, 
it’s ready to go. 
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Staff Scheduling.
VEND makes managing staff simple with our built-in roster creator. 

Whether managing a small team or an army of workers across 
locations, and time zones, create, edit, send and manage rosters 
online anytime.
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Invoicing.
For entrepreneurs, digital businesses and services, create quotes, 
invoices, bill for time, products, or services by filling in a few fields, 
just like a form.

VEND Invoicing makes it easy for anyone to generate quotes, 
create lay-bys, or bill for anything, whether for one-time services, 
recurring monthly fees, discounts to payment reminders.
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Mobile Wallet.
A fun, feature packed mobile wallet that lets users manage a 
variety of assets and local currencies for spending, saving, sending, 
receiving, rewards and more, all from one central wallet app.
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BLOCKCHAINS
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What is
Stellar Network?
Stellar is a fast and secure universal network for trading, 
saving, spending and sending digital money.

Stellar powers VEND Token and many other digital assets, and 
makes it possible to create, send, and trade digital 
representations of all forms of money; from dollars, pounds, 
bitcoins, tokens, pretty much anything at a fraction of the cost 
compared to traditional options.

Stellar Network is designed so all the financial systems can 
work together on a single network.

VEND Token launched on the Stellar Network in Jan 2022 

https://stellar.org VEND | 28



What is the XRP 
Ledger?
The XRP Ledger (XRPL) is a decentralized, public blockchain 
led by a global developer community.

It's fast, energy efficient (compared to mined currencies), 
and reliable. 

With ease of development, low transaction costs, and a 
knowledgeable community, the XRPL provides developers 
with a strong foundation for creating the most demanding 
projects, without impacting the environment. Low fees, 
secure, high speed faster transactions and custom token 
functionalities make the XRPL ideal for building an 
ecosystem of NFTs.

https://xrpl.org VEND | 29



Thank You!
For more information, visit stellarvend.com

https://stellarvend.com/
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